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RTTS’ O3 Onshore Testing Service Combines  

Increased Productivity with Recession-Friendly Pricing 
 

 
New York, February 11, 2009 – Technology professionals are facing increased pressure to 
improve software quality while containing or reducing costs.  Offshore outsourcing is often 
relied on in such situations, but RTTS (www.rtts.com), specialists in providing software quality 
for critical business applications, has a better solution. 
 
RTTS’ O3 (Onshore Off-Site Outsourcing) program, which was launched in 2003, utilizes the 
company’s American test engineers for work on client projects from the company’s multiple 
U.S. offices.  RTTS’ expert engineers provide exceptional quality at competitive prices – 
without the risks commonly associated with offshore outsourcing, such as inferior infrastructure, 
reduced quality, and cultural, language and time zone issues. 
 
This competitively-priced alternative to offshore outsourcing provides a tremendous savings – 
real ROI – due to much greater productivity per dollar than offshoring.  And the service delivers 
the high quality that RTTS has been known for since 1996. 
  
"The O3 program allows companies to utilize RTTS’ test engineers in our offices across the 
United States without sacrificing the level of quality that we have always delivered," stated Bill 
Hayduk, president and director of professional services for RTTS. "O3 empowers companies 
to take advantage of the cost-efficiency found in outsourcing while avoiding the hazards 
common in the offshore model.  This model results in significantly more productivity per hour 
than offshoring and thus higher ROI.” 
 
RTTS provides the following tactical services: software process assessments, test 
methodology and management guidance and test planning assistance.  Testing services 
include: automated functional/regression, performance/load, application security and manual 
regression testing. 
 
For more information on the O3 program and other services offered by RTTS, visit 
www.rtts.com/services/outsourcing/onshore. 
 
About RTTS: 
RTTS (http://www.rtts.com) is the premier professional services organization that specializes in 
providing software quality for critical business applications. With offices in New York, Atlanta, 
Philadelphia and Phoenix, RTTS has been serving Fortune 500 and mid-sized companies 
since 1996. RTTS draws on its expertise utilizing best-of breed products, expert engineers and 
a proven methodology to provide the foremost end-to-end solution that ensures application 
functionality, reliability, scalability and security. For more information visit www.rtts.com. 
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